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Mobile tracking doesn’t presuppose getting your hands on the cell phone of a target person. It looks unprofessional and casts you in a 

negative light. You can’t just pick up a mobile device of the target person and see their messages and locations. Instead, you will have to use 

monitoring software with the consent of a mobile device owner to track the usage of the handset. 

Remote phone tracking: how to make it work even if you cannot get access to the target phone 
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mSpy or Flexispy are the most reputed software products 

available for tracking and monitoring mobile phones. You can 

only buy the subscription online and install the apps on the 

target mobile. It even allows you to spy without letting the 

target user know about it. However, it can’t be done in business, 

as mSpy requires the user to be informed about their mobile 

device being tracked. 

 

You will be able to get all the details about the activities done on 

any mobile at regular intervals. You can view these logs on your 

own mobile device, any iDevice, laptop or desktop. You only need 

to login with the details from mSpy, and the control panel will 

allow you to view all the activities of the target phone. Employers 

may use this software in the office to monitor mobile activities of 

their employees on the company-owned phones. This helps in 

increasing efficacy of the employees as they will know that their 

boss monitors them on regular basis. Junior family members (kids 

& teenagers) are monitored to remove any chances of confusion 

caused by improper web content or bad friends’ influence. 
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1. Facebook Tracking 

FB monitoring reveals all the pictures, status messages, friend list, personal messages and other 

updates made by your target on its personal FB account. It will be made available through the  

control panel provided by mSpy, even if he/she deletes any content.  You can view the FB  

updates anytime and at any remote location. 

 

2. Skype Tracking 

Skype chats and phone calls can be recorded by mSpy and you can get access to all the call  

records, PM  and other details with time and date.  

It is feasible for you to check the calling activities of your target phone along with its new  

connections on Skype.  

 

3. WhatsApp Tracking 

You can monitor any WhatsApp activities and see if the target person is sharing innocent content

. You can also view conversations; if some of them are deleted on a target device, nothing will  

disappear from your control panel. 

4. SMS Tracking 

Track SMS of your target person by installing mSpy on their mobile.  

One package will give you all the details, including their mobile messages.  

You can view whom your target communicates with and talk to their contacts about all topics. 

 

7 things you should track on your target phone 
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5. GPS Location 

It is no longer difficult to know where your kids are at a particular time.  

You can check their GPS location from time to time and get to know their  

exact whereabouts. 

Even if your kids lie on this matter, you can find their GPS position by using  

mSpy mobile application. 

 

6. Monitor Internet Usage 

Use mSpy to check out the list of websites and links opened by your children  

on web browser of their mobile. It gives details of visited sites, online sessions’ 

duration and web content surfed by your children. 

 

7. Viewing Multimedia Files 

You can view all the multimedia data of your children’s mobile with the help  

of mSpy. Any multimedia sharing with any source is listed on the control panel

; nothing remains hidden from you. 
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How to Track Android Device? 

Android devices can be tracked with ‘Tracking Software’ installed on it.  

This mobile tracking is legal. 

 

 

What Is Rooting and What Function Does it Perform? 

Rooting an Android device means getting all permissions and rights for the Android  

software. It can facilitate the user to download customized software 

 mainly to perform hacking activities on the Android phone.  

The main purpose behind rooting the device is to install additional, customized  

mobile tracking software on it. After rooting procedure, you can easily employ  

versatile mobile solutions and get access to any device without letting the user know  

about it. 

The main reason for monitoring is that the user will carry forward their regular  

activities and there can be nothing hidden from you when you are tracking the device. 

 

Rooted (jailbroken) VS non-rooted (non-jailbroken) tracking 

 

 

Android Tracking without Rooting is Possible with mSpy  

mSpy is the only software available in the market that offers Android tracking  

without rooting and iPhone monitoring without jailbreaking. 

This is really an exclusive feature designed for smartphones to begin the tracking 

process without any prerequisites.  

You can get all the activities tracked without even giving a hint to the mobile  

device owner.  

It is actually the best way to monitor your child, employee or anyone requiring  

your supervision. 
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Jailbreaking is completely free and totally legal; it is reversible, perfectly safe and not technically difficult at all. Contrary to the rumours, updates of the latest 

versions can be installed without problems.  

Rooted (jailbroken) VS non-rooted (non-jailbroken) tracking 
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Why to do this? 

During jailbreaking process, a program will install an application called 

Cydia. Cydia is something like a store which gives you access to all the other 

third party apps available. You have to jailbreak your iPhone at any cost, if 

you want to install any cell phone spy software programs onto it. 

 

Procedure: Undertake full backup of your phone. Connect phone to your 

computer via USB cable. Turn off the phone’s lock password. Beware! Do 

not use the phone or the PC for anything else during the process. Download 

the Jailbreak program to your computer. Mind correct OS version on your 

phone. Make sure you have no other programs open on your PC (as well as 

your phone) and click on the Jailbreak program (.exe file). Let jailbreaking 

app run. As soon as Cydia app is installed and updated, jailbreaking’s done.  

 

How to track phone without Jailbreaking the device? 

Fortunately, mSpy can monitor iPhone use without jailbreaking.  

All you have to do is: 

• Obtain the iCloud credentials of the monitored non-jailbroken device 

(if iCloud backup isn’t activated on the device, physical access may 

be necessary); 

• Turn on features which you would like to use while monitoring; 

• Fill in the required fields in the Wizard Setup correctly, then log into 

your Control Panel to view the user’s device activity.  
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Flexispy keeps you hidden always and everywhere, it cannot be found on a phone after installation. 

 

Right after the installation, mSpy application is launched and starts working in a background mode. The icon which appears after 

mSpy installation does not contain any settings for mSpy functionality. For better user experience, there are 2 options: either to 

keep it on the dashboard of the monitored device or not. 

 

Moreover, mSpy has Uninstall Notification feature which allows receiving and viewing detailed information on how mSpy 

application was deleted from the monitored device completely (or partially damaged), why and at what circumstances it happened. 

 

NB! any spying software can be detected, even if it claims itself 100% undetectable. 

 How can the tracking activity on a target phone be detected 
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Free applications for mobile spying are available in a huge number online.  

However, if you want professional, detailed and accurate spying then it is advisable to get paid subscription for cell phone spying apps. It is 

quite easy and you will be able to get all the details in a comprehensive package. mSpy is the only spying company providing most accurate 

and appropriate results for spying on any mobile. It means that you will be able to get everything, including calls, internet, GPS, text 

messages, recordings and much more in a single package offered by mSpy. This company is honoured by many press agencies and is 

awarded with best spying company awards online. You will be able to get all the details of a mobile phone through mSpy subscription and it 

will lead you towards getting the most preferred way out for mobile tracking and monitoring. 

 

mSpy has made it very easy to get all the details. It is legal, but the consent for spying is required mainly for professional cases. Cell phone 

tracking is independent of the usage of any network carrier throughout the world and mSpy has attained a clientele of one million within a 

short interval of time. Its customer care is available 24/7, which makes it easy for the people to contact their experts and know about any 

details about the app. mSpy works in the most efficient way and won’t miss out anything you desire to know about a mobile phone. It works 

even if the mobile is locked or GPS tracking is disabled. It needs only internet connection, which is available in all mobile phones to work 

and give you details about mobile phone through spying. 

 

Try Premium Package of mSpy (7 days toll free) here: mspytrial.com 

Paid online spying applications VS Free analogues 
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Every parent is concerned about the safety of their children and it is  

indeed the responsibility of every parent to keep an eye on the  

activities of their kids. There are many things coming into the ways 

of teenagers and they get off the track due to some bad people  

around them. There are many malicious activities like cyberbullying, 

sexual exploitation, porn websites, useless internet relations and  

much more coming to the news every day.  

 

These things do happen and have actually become a part of  

regular lives of children. It is a real matter of worry and an  

alarming thing for the parents to know that their children are  

off the track and unsafe in the company of some bad people. 

Parental control and phone tracking: the essential knowledge on how to prevent online crimes 
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To avoid such issues for your kids, you can keep a regular check on them through 

their mobile phone. Every child spends maximum time with their mobile phone & 

laptop and hence, it is necessary to keep a check on their device to see what all  

they do for the whole day.  

Technology has initiated many good things for human beings, but it has also led  

to the drastic ways in which children are become mature before the required time.  

 

It is the biggest failure of technology and you never know when your children get 

into the company of negative people. Facebook, WhatsApp, Internet websites and 

Skype are the major apps used by children to interact with their buddies.  

You can’t check their mobile every time and it is required to install a spying app  

to know their activities with full records and details. 

mSpy is the most preferred application used for mobile and laptop spying.  

You can simply install it on the target device and it will immediately begin spying 

on your children.   
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Still not sure whether to track your kid or not? Check the recent stats 
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